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Cover Page: Heading for home back over the trenches, the 

rear gunner is called into action on Alan’s Junkers  
 

Photo and gun fire by Brian Holden 
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FLIGHT LINES 
HAMILTON MODEL AERO CLUB INC. 

June 2022 
www.hamiltonmac.org.nz 

 
PATRON Graeme Bradley –Retired and living a well-deserved 

life of luxury  
 

PRESIDENT Grant Finlay                  027-273-7461  
VICE PRESIDENT Gordon Meads              021-125-2911 
SECRETARY Wayne Cartwright      022-1534-679  
TREASURER Alan Rowson                021-025-93002 
CLUB CAPTAIN       Sel Melville                   027-482-3459 
BULLETIN Ed. Dave Crook    021-123-6040  
(Editorial Email:  send to:  chloecat@xtra.co.nz )                                                                                           
 
COMMITTEE: 
Mike Sutton   
Sel Melville 027-482-3459  
Bryce England   
Brendon Robinson 
Lyndon Perry               021-0251-8474                                                   
Wayne Cartwright 022-1534-679  
 
WEB SITE Grant Finlay   
 
CLUB NIGHT:   Wednesday 8 June, 2022 7.30 pm  
VENUE:  Beerescourt Bowling Club 
 68a Maeroa Road - Hamilton  
 
Club Night Theme: Guest Speaker: Jack Brinkman -  discussion and 

talk on 3D printing complete with 
demonstration. 

 
Club Themed Flying Day:  Float Plane Day @ Lake Kainui (D), 

                                                      19 June from 9:00 am 

 

http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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Presidents Report 
Grant 
 

This month has been a mixed bag from our 

weather provider with sunshine, rain and wind 

all well spread throughout the weeks. There were 

a number of events around the local area from 

large models, to vintage, to pylon and aerobatics.  

Surprisingly all of these events went ahead in 

one form or another, so it’s good to see people 

are still keen to participate even when the 

conditions aren’t all that promising! For myself, I attended the Large 

Model Flyin at Waharoa (LMANZ) which was an enjoyable event, but 

sadly this two day event also bowed to the weather gods with the 

Sundays flying written off from before daybreak!  

 

 
 

Part of the Large Model contingent at Waharoa 
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I also managed to take part in the first ever world famous in Hamilton 

Aces Stik fun Aerobatic s competition last weekend. This was a great 

laugh and the Chocolate fish for taking part went down a treat (thanks 

Wayne). 

 

 
 

Our Aces Stik competition doubled as Mays monthly fun fly event, but 

with the weather not being too inviting, there was not a lot of flying done 

after the comp finished. We had a NOTAM (Notice to Airman) in place 

that allowed for flying to extra height, but it seems that Aces Stik pilots 

prefer to stay close to the ground. 

 

This leads on to mention that it is the committee’s intention to apply for 

a NOTAM for each of our “monthly themed club day events” held at the 

club field. This also means that even though we have a theme for the day, 

everyone is welcome to fly whatever else they wish to fly up to the 

extended height limit on the day (usually around 1000ft). The next 

extended height event will be Warbirds in July, being that our club event 

for June is Float planes at Lake Kainui (Lake D). 

Grant takes out first place with a chocolate 

fish. No expense spared at prize giving 
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A big thank you to Warwick Underwood for being our guest speaker at 

the May club night. Warwick described his life of adventure working in 

the Aviation industry, for the majority of it as a Flight Engineer on a 

number of different aircraft starting on commercial prop aircraft then 

through the early jet era and beyond. A leisurely pursuit of parachute 

jumping and micro light aircraft added to the life experiences he shared, 

beyond those with models.  Thanks again for sharing Warwick, an 

enjoyable evening. 

 

 
 

For our June club night meeting our club member Jack Brinkman has 

volunteered to provide a discussion and talk on 3D printing as it relates 

to Model Aircraft and associated paraphernalia. Jack intends to do a live 

demo with his 3D printing machine which I’m sure will be interesting to 

see working.  For those (like me) that have considered getting into 3D 

printing, this should be an interesting insight into what to look for and do 

before needlessly spending lots of money in the wrong place! 
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As mentioned earlier, our Monthly Fun Fly event is more Float plane 

flying at Lake Kainui on 19th June from 9:00am. However there are a 

couple of other events worth noting before that. 

Saturday 11th June is scheduled for a Clubman and Classic Pattern 

aerobatics competition at our HMAC field. This will be run by Frazer 

and the Aerobatics Association and all club members are welcome to 

take part, in fact we encourage you to come out and give it a go. 

Clubman has been designed for the beginner to have a go at aerobatics in 

relative safety.   With next to no practice required and with pretty much 

any sports style aircraft suitable (including electric), there’s no excuses. 

Come on, give it a go and maybe surprise yourself. 

The following day (12th June) is the World Famous Tauranga Model 

Auction at the Classic Flyers Aviation Museum at Tauranga airport. The 

doors open at 8:30 with auctioning from 10am, so make sure you get 

there early and don’t miss out on all those bargains. To make it easier for 

all, the pre auction details can be read at the following link including 

downloading registration forms for sellers & buyers etc: 

https://taurangamodelfly.org/annual-auction/ 

 

 
 

https://taurangamodelfly.org/annual-auction/
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Finally on the 19th June is also a Mid Winter Thermal  Radian & Open 

Glider competition at Ambury park in Auckland hosted by 

AucklandSoar. For those that don’t have a float plane, but do have a 

Radian or Glider you may consider heading up for this event instead. 

 

Well that’s all I have for this month’s newsletter. Time to go and sort 

through my stuff to sell at the Auction…. Hmmm well maybe!! 

Safe flying all. 

 

Grant 

 

__________________________________________________________ 
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Large Model Meeting 

Waharoa 

Alan 

 

The Large Model group (LMANZ) 

had their fly-in and AGM at Waharoa on 

the 14th May. 

 

A large turnout of members around 35 attended from around the country: 

North of Auckland, Auckland, Hamilton, Tauranga, Matamata, 

Palmerston North and Taranaki. 

The weather was great for Saturday with light wind and blue sky, but 

later in the afternoon the wind came up. 

Some good flying during the day with some good jet performances with 

the ME262 putting on a good display. 

 

 

An ME262 with a Panther lurking in 

the background 
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Good to see Colin Austin back with his rebuilt Beech 18 who also put up 

a great display with his large Panther jet. 

 

 
 

Steve Blackman put on a great display with my ex Avro Lancaster Dam 

Buster. Steve is flying that with great presence in the air. 

 

 

Colin Austin’s fully 

refurbished Beech 18 
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After all the flying was done the AGM was held at 3pm. 

The weather for Sunday was pretty bad in Hamilton so we did not go 

over and I don't think there was any flying apart from that it was great 

Saturday. 

 

You are correct Alan. Grant reports there was no flying on 

Sunday…Ed 
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_________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 
 

 

Some of the aircraft present at Waharoa 
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Aircraft I Dream About— Desoutter 
MkI 

Bruce Pickering 

The ninth of February 1931 was a dark day in New Zealand aviation—it 

marked the first fatal crash of a scheduled passenger aircraft. Following 

the demise of the country’s earliest passenger service by Air Travel in 

1930, Dominion Airlines Ltd began a daily service between Gisborne 

and Hastings. In February 1931 this service proved invaluable for 

maintaining contact between Hawkes Bay and the rest of the country 

following the disastrous Napier earthquake. The small airliner was 

making three round trips a day between Hastings and Gisborne, carrying 

passengers and supplies.  

 

Unfortunately the aircraft crashed into railway yards near Wairoa five 

days after the earthquake, killing all three people on board. The aircraft 

was a Desoutter. The first production Desoutter supplied to an overseas 

customer, it had left Croydon on 9 February 1930, arriving in New 

Zealand a month later. 
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In 1928 Marcel Desoutter founded the Desoutter Aircraft Company 

based in Croydon, England.  Desoutter was a well known pilot who had 

been employed as works manager for British company Martinsyde Ltd. 

that produced aircraft and motorcycles. Desoutter’s company was 

established to manufacture under licence the designs of Dutch company 

Koolhoven, particularly the Koolhoven FK 41, which the English 

company named the Desoutter Dolphin. Koolhoven produced only six of 

the aircraft, but Desoutter went on to build another 41. After the first one 

Desoutter dropped the name Dolphin and shortly thereafter designated 

the type MKI and subsequently MKII (28 MKI’s and 13 MKII’s were 

produced).  

The difference between the two was slight; the rudder and ailerons were 

modified and a different engine was installed. The MKI was powered by 

de Havilland’s four cylinder air cooled Cirrus Hermes engine—which, 

by the way, was basically a Renault V8 aero engine cut in half—and the 

MKII was fitted with the de Havilland Gipsy III engine. Standard 

colours were black and gold fuselage, with silver wings. 

Not a good day in Wairoa 

for the passengers on 

Dominion Airlines 
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The aircraft was apparently the first—in England at least—of what 

became standard configuration for a high winged private and business 

aeroplane with enclosed cabin. It carried one pilot and two passengers. 

The fuselage consisted of plywood covered spruce longerons, with 

external stringers on the outside covered in fabric. Similarly, the fully 

cantilevered wings were constructed with spruce ribs attached to a 

wooden box spar, the whole then covered with plywood. Fin and 

tailplane were also of wooden construction, but the rudder and elevator 

consisted of fabric covered metal frames. The wide undercarriage added 

to stability on the ground. Relatively small, it was 7.9 metres long, with 

a wingspan of 10.9 metres and maximum takeoff weight of 836kg. It 

cruised at 161 kilometres per hour, and had a maximum service ceiling 

of 5,200 metres.  
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Distributed in many countries, Desoutter's aircraft became a familiar 

sight in British flying clubs, where they were used for instruction, 

pleasure flights and taxi flights. Today only three remain. 

Radio Control Model World produced plans for a 54 inch RC model, 

which the designer reported was very easy to fly, with gentle stall 

characteristics, and easy to land.  

 

 
 

__________________________________________________________ 
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Flying Aces Stick Aerobatics Contest 
Wayne Cartwright 
 

The world’s first (we think) Aerobatics Contest for FA Sticks was flown 

on 29 May in a blustery 20kph easterly. The six intrepid flyers shown in 

the photos took part, with the writer as CD and judge. 

 

 
 

The manoeuvres were:  Two Loops, Roll (axial), Stall Turn, Immelmann, 

Reversal, Inverted Flight, Touch and Go.   

The FA Stick is definitely not designed for aerobatics, but the fliers 

showed us that it can be coaxed to perform quite good manoeuvres.  

Most did the loops quite well.  Two fliers flew rolls that were close to 

axial – no mean feat with no ailerons and lots of dihedral.  The others 

were barrel rolls with a couple of teapots thrown in.  The stall turn 

seemed most difficult to get right – some either didn’t stall or, if they did, 

failed to pivot for the turn.  Timing with rudder and a blip of throttle 

were the key to getting it right.  Inverted flight was surprisingly good but 

tended to wander – probably due to these models having lots of anhedral 

when inverted.  Some of the touch and goes did not score well because 

they were either ‘bounce and went’ or ‘extended taxi plus stagger into 

the air’. 
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The winners of chocolate fish were (possible score 70): 

1. Grant Finlay  50 

2. Lyle Broadbelt 44 

3. Gordon Meads  41 

The consensus was that the event was a success, lots of fun, and that it 

should happen again.  It would be good to have less wind next time.  The 

schedule may need to be tweaked a bit, perhaps including take-off and 

landing. 

 

 

 
 

Readers of a certain age may have noticed that the FA Stick event was 

similar to the NZMAA Class B Aerobatics class that was flown in the 

1950s - 80s era.  Class B was restricted to rudder, elevator, and motor 

controls, and began when 3 channel radios were standard.  This was 

before ‘multi’ (4 channel) radios became available.  The top design for 

several years was Angus Macdonald’s Skinny B, which he kitted as a 

Modelair product.  It tracked well and rolled almost axially without 

ailerons. Hangar One now has a short kit for the Skinny B.   

What’s he 

doing? 

A roll? 

Roll? 

Nah, that’s a 

loop 
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Gwyn Avenell’s CAD re-design is very similar to the original but he 

added ailerons.  Delete those, and you can have a blast from the B-past. 

 
 

 

Lyle wondering what’s 

going on up there 

And safely 

back to earth 
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Phil, you’re up next 
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Grant – 1st 

Lyle – 2nd 
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Gordon – 3rd  

Better luck next time Lyndon 
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Grant’s Aces Stik 

 

 

 

 

          10.7m2  
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TUAKAU VINTAGE RALLY   28th May   
Bernard Scott 
 

Reduced from a weekend event to just the Saturday to fit the weather.  A 

one-day reprieve from blustery conditions gave a final chance for some 

serious Vintage flying before the worst of winter sets in.  The “fly any 

class” approach meant that entries in each event were diluted, but then, 

flying what you want to, rather than what is competitive, is more in line 

with the motivation of most Vintage fliers. 

 

Sadly, from this writer’s perspective, electric continues to expand its 

share of models built and events flown. So, it was good to see three Cox-

powered 1/2A Texaco models flying, two from Rotorua and one local. 

Those little Cox engines may be difficult, sometimes perplexing, to tune 

but once adjusted they are so evocative of early flying days that all is 

forgiven. 

 

Texaco events all have fuel allocation maximums, volume of fuel or size 

of LiPo, and the matching of model to engine and propeller is a major 

factor in extending flights.  Peter Townsend from Pukekohe has done 

much experimentation on the use of small diesels in the Texaco duration 

events. His latest is a Flying Pencil is powered by a 1.5cc PAW diesel 

and his score of 1847 in A-Texaco proves he has found a sweet spot with 

this combination. 

 

The Flying Pencil was designed by Australian champion modeller Alan 

King and the plan appeared in Aircraft Magazine, August 1950.  The 

fuselage design was rather revolutionary for those times and this style 

acquired the name “Pencil Bomber”, perhaps a reference to the slender 

fuselage German bombers of WWII. Whatever the derivation, it was 

applied scathingly by those who remembered the bulky fuselages of 

previous, and supposedly more realistic, designs. 
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Two photographs of this design follow.  The alert reader will be 

undeceived and he will immediately perceive that just one of the images 

shows Peter at the Tuakau meet. 
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Results Tuakau    
 

Vintage Precision 

1. D Mossop  600 

2. T Gribble  582 

3. J Ryan   578 

4. D Little  560 

5. D Gush  400 

 

Classical Precision 

1. D Mossop  591 

 

Vintage IC Duration 

1. J Ryan   413 

2. D Little  229 
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Vintage E Duration 

1. D Mossop  960 

2. T Gribble  658 

  

Classical E Duration 

1. D Mossop  718 

 

Vintage 1/2A Texaco 

1. B Scott  1500 + 512 

2. J Ryan   886 

3. D Little  741 

 

Vintage A Texaco 

1. P Townsend  1847 

 

Vintage 1/2E Texaco 

1. T Gribble  1202 

 

Classical 1/2E Texaco 

1. D Mossop  1147 

 

Classical E Texaco 

1. D Mossop  1326 

2. T Gribble  1076 

 

Vintage E Rubber Texaco 

1. W Cartwright 2318 
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Handy Hints from the workshop….1 
Grant 
 

Recently I found myself with the dilemma of wanting to assemble a 

model upside down, but not having a suitable cradle or similar to make 

the job simple. 

 It was at that point I recalled seeing a cradle work stand that Frazer had 

sometimes brought along to club nights and more particularly could be 

found in his workshop, always with some model or model parts hanging 

off it…. It was one of those penny drop moments when the light bulb 

goes on and you think, why the heck haven’t I got one of those!! 

So whoosh, a short trip down to Supercheap Autos and I had one in my 

possession, not cheap I admit, but definitely worth the money as I soon 

discovered. 

 

https://www.supercheapauto.co.nz/p/toolpro-toolpro-portable-work-

stand-100kg/378439.html 

 

 

Since I purchased the work 

stand a couple of months back, 

like Frazers one, it has proven 

itself to be super handy for all 

sorts of jobs. Best of all, being 

adjustable in height lends itself 

to being suitable to work on 

models at a comfortable level. 

I gotta admit, I should have 

brought one of these years ago! 

https://www.supercheapauto.co.nz/p/toolpro-toolpro-portable-work-stand-100kg/378439.html
https://www.supercheapauto.co.nz/p/toolpro-toolpro-portable-work-stand-100kg/378439.html
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Classic and Clubman Aerobatics Day 
Saturday June 11th @ Hamilton MAC 

HMAC Reekers Field from 9am til done 

Clubman 

You can fly anything in Clubman, a sports model is all you need. 

If you are a newbie, you might even get a chocolate fish !! 

 

Classic  

Classic is a new class for those interested in flying older, ‘classic’ 

pattern models design prior to 15 Oct 1983. 

Download details here: https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/classic-pattern/ 

 

Sequences 

Look on the following  link for the Classic and Clubman sequences. 

https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/downloads/ 

 

Fingers crossed we get some nice weather for this one. 

 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

 

https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/classic-pattern/
https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/downloads/
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So what else happened during May? 
Quite a bit it seems: 
 

• Gordons Rearwin Speedster which belonged to Mike O’Grady 

who had it under construction and now it’s been finished and flown by 

Gordon 
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• Frazer sold his go fast Pylon racer to Richard Thompson from 

Tauranga.  They put Richards radio gear in it and completed a 

demonstration/test flight. 
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• Transavia PL-12 Airtruk 2 built by Bruce Pickering, owned by 

Warren Setters and flown by Aunty (flown at Waharoa) 
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• Gordon trying his hand at flying something with one blade. Go 

Gordon you good thing! 
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• Aunty’s F3A Matrix Pattern model back in the air after 4 years or 

more (flown at Waharoa) 

 

 
 

 
RAF Red Arrows. The real top guns 
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Refurbished  Vintage "Trenton Terror"  
Allan Ward 
 

Thanks to Wayne Cartwright for the original fuselage & 

Gordon Meads for the sign written decals on the wing & fuselage sides. 

Wing & tail plane sourced from Outerzone line drawings. 

Powered by a OS 52 four stroke. The Trenton Terror lives again 
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__________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Gordon once again 

surprises everyone with 

one of the many ways he 

can land an aircraft 
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Handy Hints from the workshop….2 
Dave 
 

Everyone has heard the horror stories associated with the charging of Li-

Po batteries. And it would be fair to say that no one doesn’t know at 

least one or two people that have not been affected by them. You only 

need to watch a few You Tube clips to see the damage they cause. There 

are two general rules of thumb when charging Li-Po’s: 1) Don’t charge 

the battery while it is still in your plane and 2) Never leave a battery to 

charge whilst unattended. 

Ok, I have to admit, while I’ve never been guilty of number 1, I have 

been guilty of number 2. After all, who wants to stand around and watch 

their battery charge for an hour or so. 

 

Now this is where the handy hint comes in. I have heard of people using 

old discarded microwave ovens to charge their batteries in and it was a 

recent trip to the local tip where I was able to get my hands on one.  

Well, as many as I wanted really. The catch was they would not allow 

me to remove the microwave from site if the power chord was still 

connected. This was in case I took it home, plugged it in and hence blew 

myself up. Health and Safety and all that. However, if I were to cut the 
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chord before removing the microwave from their premises then it was on 

me, no blame back on them. 

So home I went with the smallest, tidiest microwave I could find, 

cleaned it up and drilled a few holes in the side, enough to get the 

charging leads through. And “viola”, here’s hoping I have mitigated a 

possible disaster in the future. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

Alan seen 

here 

preparing 

his 

Junkers 

for a 

special 

mission…. 

….see 

cover page 
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Aerobatics at JR Airsail – 22 May 
 
By Aaron & Ricky Maitland 
 
With the weather during the week being so bad, and the forecast for 
Sunday being no better we thought there was no chance this event would 
happen. However, Bogan sends out an email on Saturday saying “this will 
not be cancelled, be there by half past” so we continue getting packed up 
and ready to go Saturday night 
 

 
Time for a meeting 
 
What a pleasant surprise! 9 pilots arrive bright and early Sunday morning to 
find nice calm flyable conditions. So, on with some practice and trimming 
flights before a quick pilots briefing and then straight into Clubman. And 
sure enough as Clubman starts the wind picks up and we are in for some 
fun. Les King and Antony Wright both flew Clubman and did well given the 
tricky conditions and smaller models they were flying. Les showed some 
practice has paid off and has made great progress with his Fantasista 70. 
Antony flew his FMS F3A Olympus foamy and completed the 3 rounds 
scoring within 10 points of Les in the second round, well done Antony. 

https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/2022/05/22/aerobatics-jr-airsail/283316557_5388237851221172_4070837507081459843_n/
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                    Antony Wright flew Clubman 
 
Grasshopper, Ricky Maitland, was the sole flyer in Expert this time, flying 
his ex Mike & Stephen Johnson Lochness. His first sequence was literally 
his first flight on the 2 Metre OS 140RX powered plane. Dad had maidened 
it earlier that morning. Grasshopper also handling the tricky conditions well. 
 

 
                         Aaron and Ricky with their new ride 
 
On to Masters with John Danks and Dave Wilkins fighting for the top spot. 
The wind was really blowing now, JD later worked out he flew in 55KPH 
wind!! John Danks winning the first 2 rounds but Dave Wilkins pulled off a 
great last round win to finish a close second to JD for the day. Aaron 
Maitland also flew Masters but not quite able to match the skill of the other 
2 flyers in the strong wind. 

https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/2022/05/22/aerobatics-jr-airsail/283477951_5190976740959238_9133188059797811750_n/
https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/2022/05/22/aerobatics-jr-airsail/283457413_5190977024292543_3345475541774193609_n/
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                     Dave Wilkins flew Masters 
 
Next up was F3A, where the real magic happens. Bogan and John Knox 
showing the wind was no problem for them, posting scores very close to 
what they would on a calm day. Bogans beautiful YS200 powered biplane 
purring perfectly through the sequences to a convincing win and John Knox 
skilfully piloting his Alchemy with its highly sophisticated electric power 
system to 2nd. Paul Tomlinson also flew F3A with his stunning electric 
powered Angelit posting a great first flight score nipping at John Knox’s 
heels. These F3A pilots are so inspirational to watch and show the rest of 
us what is possible if the time and effort is invested. 

 
                    John’s F3A machine 

https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/2022/05/22/aerobatics-jr-airsail/283314196_5388240367887587_7408658901299879907_n/
https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/2022/05/22/aerobatics-jr-airsail/283692208_5190976904292555_5782007922056284123_n/
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We had to run for cover 3 or 4 times to dodge some short showers and of 
course took a break to enjoy a burger at lunch time as usual. There was an 
attempt at increasing the nutritional value of the burgers with a nice lettuce 
salad however Antony somehow managed to explode the lettuce bag and 
spread it all over the ground. Never mind Antony we’ll get it right next time. 
 

 
Great Burgers again 
 
As the end of the day came, we all packed up and headed home, leaving 
quite satisfied at having somewhat conquered the day of difficult weather 
that may have otherwise been a wasted lazy Sunday. 
See you next time !! 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I feel the need, the need for speed. At all good cinemas near you. 

https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/2022/05/22/aerobatics-jr-airsail/283378305_5388238937887730_5122752182376253856_n/
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Parting Shot 
 

 
 

What not to do next Float Plane Day 
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Coming Events 2022 

 

What’s On, When and Where 
 

June 2022 
• HMAC Club Night Meeting  

June 8, 2022 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A 
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion) 

• HMAC Aerobatics Competition – Clubman and Classic Aerobatics  
June 11, 2022 @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road, Hamilton 

• Tauranga MAC World Famous Model Auction 
June 12, 2022 8:30 am - @Classic Flyers Museum, Jean Batten Drive, Mt 
Maunganui 

• HMAC Float Plane Day @ Lake Kainui, (Confirmed) 
June 19, 2022 9:00 am - @ Lake Kainui (D), Lake Road, Horsham Downs 

• AucklandSoar – Mid Winter Thermal Thaw (Radian and Open Classes) 
June 19, 2022 10:00 am - @ Ambury Farm Park, Mangere Bridge, Auckland 

 

July 2022 
• Model Flying NZ AGM –(Zoom Meeting) 

July 2, 2022 1:00 pm @ Zoom 
• HMAC Club Night Meeting  

July 13, 2022 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A 
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion) 

• HMAC Monthly Themed Fly-in - Warbirds 
July 17, 2022 @ HMAC Reekers Fied, 231 Collins Road, Hamilton 
 

August 2022 
• HMAC Float Plane Day @ Lake Kainui (CONFIRMED) 

August 7, 2022 9:00 am - @ Lake Kainui (Lake D) Lake Road, Horsham 
Downs 

• HMAC Club Night Meeting 
August 10, 2022 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A 
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion) 

• HMAC Monthly Themed Fly-in – Fun Fly Tasks 
August 14, 2022 10:30 am @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road, 
Hamilton 
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                                                          Cartoon by Malcolm Foster 

 

 

 

Please refer to the clubs website for any 
cancellations to programmed events 

 
 
 

Next Flight Lines July 2022 
July Newsletter deadline – Wednesday 6 July 2022 

       
For further up to date event info please visit: 

http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/ 

 
 

http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/

